
RUN SPRINT STAND UP

DASH

(add to move action)

EVADE

(part of movement)

PICK UP THE BALL

(Free re-action)

THROW  THE BALL SLAM STEAL

Any player Any player
Any knocked

down player

Test: 3 Speed (1)

+1 if Striker

-1 per opp. TH you

are in (Max. -2)

Stand Up fails:

Nothing happens

Stand Up succeeds:

Player stands up 

facing at any direction.

Stand Up doubles:

Player stands up and 

gets a Free Action 

(any but Sprint).

Any standing player 

player but Guard 

moving or being 

pushed into a hex 

containing the ball. 

Test: 3 Skill (1)

+1 if Striker

-1 if Keeper

-1 if Sprinted

-1 per opp. TH you

are in (Max. -2)

Pick Up fails:

The ball scatters.

Rush ends.

Pick Up succeeds:

Player picks up ball.

Pick Up doubles:

Player picks up ball.

Free Run or

Throw action.

Current action

is finished!

The player must try

to Pick Up the Ball.

Any player moving 

out of opponent´s 

threat hex.

Any running or 

sprinting player.

After moving max. 

allowance, state out 

loud the hex you´re 

intending to move to, 

or hex side you turn

to when Sprinting.

State out loud the

hex you´re intending

to move to.

Test: 3 Speed (123)

+1 if Striker

-1 per opp. TH you

are in (Max. -2)

Dash / Evade fails:

Player falls over in the target hex. If he was 

carrying the ball, it scatters and the Rush ends.

Dash / Evade succeeds:

Player moves into the new hex,

or turns 60° if dashed turn while sprinting.

Player may move up 

to his Movement 

Value in hexes.

Player may move 

straight up to

2x his Movement 

Value in hexes.

Turns are free.
Each 60° turn counts 

as 1 movement.

Player may need to Evade.

Player may Dash.

Player may need to Pick Up the Ball.

Strikers Jacks

Can Run and Dash 

before throwing.

Can move 1 hex and 

turn freely before 

throwing (no Dash).

Choose target: a legal strike hex or any

player the thrower sees after movement.

If the target is a teammate, he must see

the thrower and be different from Guard.

May choose knocked down opponent.

Score a Strike

Hit an opponent:
Standing target can 

Dodge if he sees thrower.

Pass to a teammate:

Target must Catch.

Test: (*) Skill (X)

+1 if Striker

-1 if moved / turned

-1 per opp. TH you

are in (Max. -2)

*3 if Dist. = 1-3 hex

*2 if Dist. = 4-6 hex

*1 if Dist. = 7-9 hex

Test: (*) Skill (0)

+1 if Striker

-1 if moved / turned

-1 per opp. TH you

are in (Max. -2)

*3 if Dist. = 1-3 hex

*2 if Dist. = 4-6 hex

*1 if Dist. = 7-9 hex

Test: (*) Skill (1)

+1 if Striker

-1 if moved / turned

-1 per opp. TH you

are in (Max. -2)

*2 if Dist. = 1-3 hex

*1 if Dist. =   4  hex

Thrower is trying to:

DODGE

(Free re-action)

CATCH

(Free re-action)

Strike fails:

Scatter ball from tar-

get hex. Rush ends.

Test: 3 Speed (X)

+1 if Striker

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Thrower´s TH

Test: (*) Skill (1)

+1 if Striker

-1 if Keeper

-1 per opp. TH you

are in (Max. -2)

*Nr. of successes

in Throw roll.

Throw wins:

Loser is pushed back 

and faces at previous 

hex. Scatter ball from 

target hex. Rush ends.

Strike succeeds:

Score! Rush ends.

If 3+ points scored:

Make Fan Check

Check Cheerleader

Catch fails:

Scatter ball from

target hex.

Rush ends.

Catch succeeds:

Target catches

the ball.
Throw doubles:

Loser is pushed back 

and knocked down. 

Loser checks armour. 

Scatter ball from tar-

get hex. Rush ends.

Strike doubles:

Score! Rush ends. 

Make Fan Check.

If 3+ points scored:

Make extra

Fan Check

Check Cheerleader

Catch doubles:

Target catches the

ball and gets a Free

Run or Throw action.
Draw / Dodge wins:

Scatter ball from tar-

get hex. Rush ends.

Dodge doubles:

Dodging player may 

move 1 hex and face 

any direction without 

need to Evade. 

Scatter ball from tar-

get hex. Rush ends.

Guards / Keeper Jacks Strikers Jacks

Can Run and Dash 

before slamming.

Can move 1 hex and 

turn freely before 

slamming (no Dash).

Can Run and Dash 

before stealing.

Can move 1 hex and 

turn freely before 

stealing (no Dash).

Choose target: 1 single standing opponent

in threat zone after movement.

Choose target: 1 single standing opponent 

carrying the ball, located in threat zone

after movement.

Test: 3 Strength (X)

+1 if Guard / Keeper

+1 if moved

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Target´s TH

Test: 3 Speed (X)

+1 if Striker

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Target´s TH

Target can:

SLAMBACK

(Free re-action)

DODGE

(Free re-action)

Any player but 

Striker with Attacker 

in his threat zone.

Any player

Draw:

Players face each other.

ARMOUR CHECKSlam / Slamback wins:

Loser is pushed back and faces previous hex.

Winner faces hex previously vacated by target 

player, or may follow up and face at target player.

Slam / Slamback doubles:

Loser is pushed back and knocked down.

Winner faces hex previously vacated by target 

player, or may follow up and face at target player.

Loser makes Armour Check.

Steal wins:

Scatter ball from target player´s hex.

Steal doubles:

Stealing player takes the ball from target player.

Dodge wins:

Winner may face at any direction.

Loser faces target player.

Dodge doubles:

Winner may move 1 hex and face any direction 

without need to Evade. Loser faces target player 

or hex previously vacated by dodging player.

Any player

Potential Damage=

Difference between 

opposed rolls.

Test: 3 Armour (X)

+1 if Guard or Keeper

may add

coaching dice

Damage=

Potential Damage

-Test result (X)

If Damage = 1-3:

Player to Sin Bin

If Damage = 4+:

Player killed

If Damage = 3+:

Opponent makes

Fan Check.

BUY CARD

Buy a card from draw 

deck. Number of

cards written on 

team´s roster =

Max. number of

buys per Rush.

Test: 3 Strength (X)

+1 if Guard / Keeper

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Attacker´s TH

Test: 3 Speed (X)

+1 if Striker

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Attacker´s TH
Standing target can 

Dodge if he sees thrower.

Cheerleader:

Return Cheerleader 

on space with score 

marker to its

Sub´s Bench.

If Cheerleader was 

from scoring team:

Make extra

Fan Check



Guards / Keeper Jacks

Can Run and Dash 

before sucker 

punching.

Can move 1 hex and 

turn freely before 

punching (no Dash).

Choose target: 1 single standing opponent

who´s front arc you are in. Then you move to

his rear arc to Slam within the same action.

Test: 3 Strength (X)

+1 if Guard / Keeper

+1 if moved

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Target´s TH

STALL

(part of movement)

DODGE

(Free re-action)

Any player

Target can:

SUCKER PUNCH

(type of Slam)

Opposing coach may call Foul:

During Sucker Punch

if move and Slam happened in one action.

Test: 3 Speed (X)

+1 if Striker

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Attacker´s TH

Draw:

Players face each other.

Sucker Punch wins:

Loser is pushed back and faces previous hex.

Winner faces hex previously vacated by target 

player, or may follow up and face at target player.

Sucker Punch doubles:

Loser is pushed back and knocked down.

Winner faces hex previously vacated by target 

player, or may follow up and face at target player.

Loser makes Armour Check.

Dodge wins:

Winner may face at any direction.

Loser faces target player.

Dodge doubles:

Winner may move 1 hex and face any direction 

without need to Evade. Loser faces target player 

or hex previously vacated by dodging player.

If Foul was called make Ref Check.

DISTRACT THE REF

(type of move action)

Any player

Can Run, Sprint and 

Dash as part of 

Distract the Ref.

Distracting player 

must be adjacent to 

Ref after movement.

Test: 3 fixed 4+ (X)

+1 if Guard / Keeper

REMAIN CALM

The Ref

Test: 3 fixed 4+ (X)

-1 per TH of players 

from distracting

team the Ref

is in (Max. -2).

Ignore distracting 

player´s TH

Draw or

Distract wins:

For the rest of the 

current Rush, the Ref 

only rolls dice against 

distracting player.

Roll Ref Check

without dice for the 

Eye against

distracting player.

Draw or

Distract wins:

For the rest of the 

current Rush, the Ref 

only rolls dice against 

distracting player.

Roll Ref Check

without dice for the 

Eye against

distracting player.

Draw or

Distract wins:

For the rest of the 

current Rush, the Ref 

only rolls dice against 

distracting player.

Roll Ref Check

without dice for the 

Eye against

distracting player.

Draw or

Distract wins:

For the rest of the 

current Rush, the Ref 

only rolls dice against 

distracting player.

Roll Ref Check

without dice for the 

Eye against

distracting player.

Draw or

Distract wins:

For the rest of the 

current Rush, the Ref 

only rolls dice against 

distracting player.

Roll Ref Check

without dice for the 

Eye against

distracting player.

Distract doubles:

For the rest of the 

current Rush, the Ref 

only rolls dice against 

distracting player.

Referee wins:

Roll Ref Check

against distracting 

player.

Referee doubles:

Distracting player is 

sent off for the rest

of the match.

STOMP

(type of Slam)

Any but Striker

May not move at all.

Choose target:

1 knocked down 

opposing player in 

stomping player´s 

threat zone.

Test: 3 Strength (X)

+1 if Guard / Keeper

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2)

DODGE

(Free re-action)

Any player

Target can:

Test: 3 Speed (X)

+1 if Striker

-1 being on the floor

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Attacker´s TH

Draw, Stomp wins

or Dodge wins:

Stomping player

faces target player.

Stomp doubles:

Target player makes 

Armour Check.

Dodge doubles:

Winner may crawl 1 

hex without need to 

Evade. He remains

on the floor. Loser 

faces hex previously 

vacated by

dodging player.

Any player

End player´s action

in opponent´s

yellow entry hex.

Opposing coach

may call Foul:

During any action you 

make, whether the 

action was spent on 

stalling player or not.

If Foul was called 

make Ref Check

at the end of the 

action where the

Foul was called.

Opposing coach

may call Foul:

During Stomp.

If Foul was called 

make Ref Check

at the end of the 

Stomp action.

SNEAK

(part of movement)

Any player

Move players onto

the pitch so as to

have 7 or more 

players on the pitch

at the same time.

Opposing coach

may call Foul:

During any action

you make, while 

having 7 or more 

players on the pitch.

If Foul was called 

make Ref Check

at the end of the 

action where the

Foul was called.

REF CHECK

Roll 1d6 for the Eye.

+1d6 if the Ref is within

7 hexes of the player

committing the Foul.

(In case of Sneak

this can be any

player on the pitch.)

Rolls of 4+:

No penalty.

Rolls of 1-3:

Add results.

Sum = 1 - 3:

Player is sent to the Sin Bin.

Sum = 4+:

Player is sent off for

the rest of the match.

Any player with 

DIRTY TRICKS

ability

Use only once per 

match.

Player must be on 

pitch.

May call Foul against 

any opposed player

on the pitch.

Make Ref Check

at the end of the 

action where the

Foul was called.



Target can:

SLAMBACK

(Free re-action)

DODGE

(Free re-action)

Any player but Striker with 

Attacker in his threat zone.
Any player

Test: 3 Strength (X)

+1 if Guard / Keeper

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Attacker´s TH

Test: 3 Speed (X)

+1 if Striker

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2),

ignore Attacker´s TH

FEINT

(Ability action)

Strikers with 

MISDIRECT ability

Jacks  with 

MISDIRECT ability

Can Run and Dash 

before making

a Feint.

Can move 1 hex and 

turn freely before 

making Feint

(no Dash).

Choose target: 1 single standing opponent in 

player´s threat zone after movement.

Test: 3 Speed (X)

+1 if Judwan

+1 if player began it´s action

adjacent to the target

-1 per opp. TH you are in

(Max. -2), ignore Target´s TH.

TANSFORM

(Ability action)

Any player with 

QUICK CHANGE 

ARTIST ability

Test: 3 fixed 4+ (1)

Transform fails:

Nothing happens

Transform doubles:

Player changes to

any available role.

Transform succeeds

Player changes role:

Jack     Guard/Keeper

Jack      Striker

Guard/Keeper     Jack

Striker     Jack

May also be 

performed when 

knocked down.

JUMP

(Ability action)

(part of movement)

Any player with

JUMP ability

Jump succeeds:

Player moves into 

target hex and may 

face any direction.

May jump over a 

standing or knocked 

down player. Costs 2 

hexes of movement. 

May dash.

Does not need to 

evade when jumping.

Test: 3 Speed (123)

+1 if Striker

-1 per opp. TH you

are in  (Max. -2)

Jump fails:

Player falls over

in the hex he

was moving to.

Action ends.

If he was carrying

the ball, it scatters

and the Rush ends.

Feint wins:

Winner chooses

facing of both players.

Slam / Slamback 

doubles:

Loser is pushed back 

and knocked down.

Winner faces hex 

previously vacated

by target player, or 

may follow up and 

face at target player.

Loser makes

Armour Check.

Dodge wins:

Winner may face

at any direction.

Loser faces

target player.

Dodge doubles:

Winner may move

1 hex and face any 

direction without

need to Evade.

Loser faces target 

player or hex 

previously vacated

by dodging player.

Feint doubles:

Winner may move 

loser 1 hex in any

direction without

need to Evade.

Winner chooses

facing of both players.

Slam / Slamback 

wins:

Loser is pushed

back and faces 

previous hex.

Winner faces hex 

previously vacated by 

target player, or may 

follow up and face at 

target player.

Draw:

Players face each other.

ALERT

360 VISION Any player No rear arc. 6 Threat Hexes.

Any player
May immediately turn to face 

opponent that moves adjacent.

DIRTY

TRICKS
Any player

Once per match may call 

Foul against any player.DUCK & WEAVE Any player +1 dice to any Dodge attempt.

EVEN THE 

ODDS
Jack

Once per Rush if team is 

losing may perform

Running Interference.

LONG ARMS
Judwan

Any player

New throw distances:

1-4 hex: 3d6,

5-8 hex: 2d6, 9-12 hex: 1d6.

No bonus points on Strikes.

MISDIRECT Jack or Striker May use Feint action.

PACIFIST Any player

PRIMA

DONNA
Guard

Roll 1d6 before match. On 1 

deploy as Striker: Moves like 

Jack, Armour 5+, No G/S 

bonuses, (re-)acts as Striker, 

may Slamback.

Other respects as Guard.

Robots

Any player

QUICK RECOVERY Any player On 1-3 damage reduce to 1.

SHOW OFF
Jack or

Striker

-1d6 on Strikes. Make Fan 

check on all successful Strikes.

SLIDE Jack
May Dash as part of any action 

that allows to move 1 hex.

STRETCH Any player +1d6 to any Dash attempt.

Jack or Striker +1d6 to catch inaccurate pass.

BACKFLIP Any player

Any player +1 success on Armour Check.

DOES THIS HURT?
Jack or

Guard / Keeper

When stomping, may move

and get bonuses like on Slam. 

GOTCHA! Any player

-2 to opp. in Threat Zones.

Failed evades away from 

player don´t move at all.

GRIZZLED Any player

Jump Jack or Striker May use Jump action.

KEEPER Guard

New role = Keeper

= Guard with Armour 3+,

May pick up or catch ball with

-1d6. May use Punt action.

PUNT

(Ability action)

LUCKY Any player May re-roll 1d6 once per Rush.
MIND LIKE 

WATER
Any player

May always Slamback 

against attacks, using 

attackers basic number of 

dice (before coaching dice) 

and it´s target number.

REALY LUCKY
Any player

with LUCKY

ROLL
Jack or

Striker

When stomped, normal Dodge 

success automatically doubles. 

RUNNING 

INTERFERENCE

Jack or 

Guard / Keeper

STEADY
Jack or 

Guard / Keeper

Cannot be knocked down when 

slammed. Still checks armour.

MVP ABILITIES

ADVANCEMENT ABILITIES PLAYER ABILITIES

Any Keeper

Place ball anywhere 

on pitch. May not be 

caught by player. 

Scatter ball twice.

Rush ends.



POST MATCH SEQUENCE

First round:

Random match-up.

Subsequent rounds:

Last in table may challenge any team.

Next unchallenged coach up may challenge

any unchallenged team, etc.

Match-up

Note experience for players.

1 Experience for:

- 3+ Strike

- 3+ Injury caused

Play League Match

Play like league matches, except:

- Don´t count on league table.

- Not the same opponent twice in a row.

Play Friendlies

Lower ranking team can use ranking 

difference in mc as Underdog Bonus.

Use Bonus to:

1. Bid for MVPs (may add cash from roster).

2. Acquire Free Agents for a single match.

Underdog Bonus

Hired MVPs

- count towards 14 player limit.

- will leave at end of the round.

- never gain experience.

Free Agents

Choose Free Agent table and roll 1d6 before 

every match.

# of rolls = (Underdog Bonus after paying

MVP)/10 (rounded down).

Hired Free Agents

- count towards 14 player limit.

- will leave after match.

- never gain experience.

Compare team´s earned cheers.

Higher or tied team determines random player 

that has played and is still alive.

+1 Experience to that player.

1. Man of the Match

7 point landslide:

Winner: 3 points. Loser: 0 points

Draw:

Winner: 1 point.   Loser: 1 point

Any other result:

Winner: 2 points. Loser: 1 point

2. League Points

Each player starts at rank 1.

Each player with unspent experience points

equal or higher than his next rank goes up to 

next rank. Max. +1 rank per game.

+5mc to player value per rank gained.

3. Increase Player Ranking / Value

Players that gained a rank in step 3 may

- choose a table matching their role, or

- sacrifice 1 Coaching Dice to roll on an

Extra Coaching table of their choice.

Roll 1d6. Player gains advancement.

- max. 1 point on player values.

- player values min. 3+.

- no ability more than once.

- if a player can´t get the ability rolled choose

a different one from the table.

4. Advancement Rolls

S1 Striker Table

1 Roll

2 Jump

3 A Safe Pair of Hands

4 Backflip

5 Skill

6 Choose from this list

S1 Jack Table

1 Running Interference

2 Strength

3 Speed

4 Skill

5 Choose from this list

6 Choose from Guard,

Jack or Striker list

S1 Guard/Keeper Table

1 Can´t Feel a Thing

2 Does This Hurt?

3 Keeper

4 Steady

5 Strength

6 Choose from this list

S1 Extra Coaching Table

1 Luck / Really Lucky

2 Can´t Feel a Thing

3 Grizzled

4 Backflip

5 Strength/Speed/Skill

6 Choose from this list

Roll 1d6 per

- League point earned this game

- per 10 points starting ranking lower than

opponent´s starting ranking (rounded down).

Result = mc earned.

5. Team Revenue

Chose for each dead player:

a. Remove from roster. Earn 5mc, or

b. Revive for basic cost + 1d6 mc.

Player loses unspent experience points, or

c. Revive for 4 mc. Make recovery roll.

6. Player Fatalities

- Max. 14 players on roster

- Max. double your starting

number of each player role.

7. Remove Free Agents

8. Buy New Players

= Player values (Basic + 5mc per rank gained)

+ Cards (10mc each)

+ Coaching Dice (6mc each)

+ Cheerleader (8mc each)

+ Coaching Staff (8mc each)

+ unspent cash

Do not add MVP values.

10. Calculate Team Ranking

- Max. 1 Card between matches.

- Max. 1 Dice between matches.       

- Max. 7 Cheerleader per team.  

- Max. 1 Offensive Coach per team.

- Max. 1 Defensive Coach per team.

- Max. 1 Support Coach per team. 

9. Buy Card / Coaching Dice

Cheerleader / Coaching Staff

- Opponent played against

- Score

- Team ranking

- Team cash

- Team league points

- Team strike difference

11. Report Results to League Sponsor

MVP Auction

MVP availability determined by League 

Sponsor.

MVP min. fee =

- fee hired for last round, or

- last fee –2mc if not hired last round

(Minimum = Base fee).

Coaches may bid openly on available MVPs. 

Coaches may drop from bid anytime.

Note:

- Team name

- Coach

- Ranking

- Team cash

- League points (tie-breaks ranking)

- Strike difference (tie-breaks league points)

Determine new ranking.

Update League Table

Post Round League Sponsor Tasks

- update MVP fees

- determine available MVPs for next round.

MVP

S2 Free Agent Table

1 Female Human Jack

2 Female Human Guard

3 Female Human Striker

4 Z`zor Jack

5 Robot Jack

6 Judwan Striker

S1 Free Agent Table

1 Male Human Jack

2 Male Human Guard

3 Male Human Striker

4 Veer-myn Striker

5 Forge Father Guard

6 Orx Guard

S2 Striker Table

1 Show Off

2 Misdirect

3 A Safe Pair of Hands

4 Stretch

5 Skill

6 Choose from this list

S2 Jack Table

1 Misdirect

2 Alert

3 stretch

4 Slide

5 A Safe Pair of Hands

6 Choose from Guard,

Jack or Striker list

S2 Guard/Keeper Table

1 Can´t Feel a Thing

2 Stretch

3 Quick Recovery

4 360 Vision

5 Strength

6 Choose from this list

S2 Extra Coaching Table

1 Quick Recovery

2 Duck & Weave

3 Alert

4 360 Vision

5 Strength/Speed/Skill

6 Choose from this list

Recovery Roll Table

1. Remove player from roster. Gain no money.

2. Skill -1

3. Speed -1

4. Strength -1

5. Lose 1 random ability.

6. Player recovers fully.

Cost: 10mc

Cost: 6mc

Cost: 8mc

Cost: 8mc

Cost: 8mc

Cost: 8mc

LEAGUE ROUND



Coaching Staff

Defensive Play

May be used at start of Rush.

Coaches can be used multiple times per game.

Max 1 Coach per Rush.

Test: 3 fixed 5+ (1)

+1 Defensive Coach

Choose Play

Offensive Play 

succeeds:

One player may

use 3 Action

Tokens this Rush.

Offensive Play fails:

No effect.

Defensive Play 

doubles:

+2 Coaching Dice

for use in opponent´s 

next Rush.

May only be used

for Slambacks and 

Dodges.

Discard dice at

end of opponent´s 

next Rush.

Offensive Play Support Play

Test: 3 fixed 5+ (1)

+1 Offensive Coach

Test: 3 fixed 5+ (1)

+1 Support Coach

Defensive Play fails:

No effect.

Support Play fails:

No effect.

Defensive Play 

succeeds:

+1 Coaching Dice

for use in opponent´s 

next Rush.

May only be used

for Slambacks and 

Dodges.

Discard dice at

end of opponent´s 

next Rush.

Support Play 

succeeds:

Coose one:

- Place 1 Cheer-

leader from Sub´s

Bench on empty

score field, or

- Move 1 Cheer-

leader from score

track to an empty

score field. 

Support Play 

succeeds:

Coose twice:

- Place 1 Cheer-

leader from Sub´s

Bench on empty

score field, or

- Move 1 Cheer-

leader from score

track to an empty

score field. 


